Cellular automata (CA) have been recently considered for the scheduling task. Since the problem of forecasting dynamic behavior of CA is undecidable, several parameter-based approximations have been developed to the problem. Sensitivity parameter is one of the most-studied CA forecast parameters and it has shown efficient to identify the dynamical behaviour of CA rules characterized by regular neighborhood. Here we perform an investigation about the usage of sensitivity to identify dynamical classes in cellular automata rules with a non-linear neighborhood model in a scheduling task. The results show that sensitivity can help the identification of longcycle rules, avoiding this undesirable behavior in the search for CA rules appropriate to schedule the tasks of parallel programs in a multiprocessor architecture.
Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) are discrete dynamical systems composed by simple components with local interactions. The direct way to analyze the dynamics of a cellular automaton is to observe its behavior, through the spatial-temporal patterns it generates, out of several random initial conditions, and then to use metrics to quantify the observed behavior. It is not possible to forecast their dynamic behavior they will perform when running. However, it is possible to derive static parameters from their definition, which can then be used to estimate their dynamic behavior. One of them named Sensitivity (µ) was proposed by Binder and it has shown to be a good indicator of chaotic rules (Binder, 1988) . However, the forecast parameter applications in the literature were on standard cellular automata models in which the neighborhood is defined by an identical pattern of local connections to other cells. Here we are interested in non-regular neighborhood structures in which the connections are defined based on a graph. More specifically, in a neighborhood model that has been recently used in the CA-based task scheduling problem (Seredynski et al. 2002) , (Swiecicka et al., 2006) , (Oliveira and Vidica, 2012) , (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) .
The neighborhood structure studied here is named pseudolinear and it was proposed in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013 ). This neighborhood model has a non-linear structure defined by a graph used to represent the dependence relations between the tasks in a parallel program. Such kind of model was used to solve scheduling task problem in a CA model named SCAS-HP (Synchronous Cellular Automata-based Scheduler initialized by Heuristic and modeled by a Pseudo-linear neighborhood) in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) . Although SCAS-HP had returned good results in the tests performed it was later identified that a high number of chaotic rules were generated by the search employed in that model. This characteristic is not desirable since chaotic rules just define random task allocations. Other undesirable behavior identified is represented by complex and periodic rules with a long cycle (above 5 as pointed in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) ). In this sense, chaotic, complex and periodic rules with cycle above 5 were grouped here as longcycle rules; this group represents the dynamical behavior that we want to avoid in scheduling applications.
First, we performed some analyses in which it was possible to conclude that the sensitivity parameter is good to characterize the long-cycle behavior in the space of rules with pseudo-linear neighborhood. Subsequently, we investigated if we can use sensitivity to guide the genetic search performed in SCAS-HP to find good scheduler rules with also a desirable dynamical behavior, avoiding long-cycle rules. Using this parameter-based information in the genetic search, we proposed a new CA-based scheduler named here as SCAS-HPµ (Synchronous Cellular Automata-based Scheduler using Heuristic initialization, Pseudo-linear neighborhood and guided by µ parameter).
Cellular Automata
Considering its standard definition, a cellular automaton has a regular lattice of N cells, each one with an identical pattern of local connections to other cells. CA transition rule determines the state of the cell i at time t + 1 depending on the states of its neighborhood at time t including cell i. The state of cell i, together with the states of all cells connected with i are called the neighborhood of cell i. Typically, a one dimensional CA defines its neighborhood using a radius specification. For example, elementary CA has 1D lattice, 2 states and radius 1 neighborhood formed by three cells: the cell itself and its immediate neighbors in the lattice (to the right and to the left). The transition rule defines the output state for each possible neighborhood, that is, the new state of the central cell for each possible configuration of its current neighbor states.
The transition rule is defined by 8 output bits in the elementary CA (one bit for each one of the eight 3-cells binary neighborhood). Elementary cellular automaton is the simplest CA model and its complexity can be improved in Tiago I. Carvalho, Gina M. B. Oliveira (2015) Searching for non-regular neighborhood cellular automata rules applied to scheduling task and guided by a forecast dynamical behavior parameter. Proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Life 2015, pp. 538-545 several ways. One can use a two-dimensional lattice instead of the 1D (or any k-dimensional with k > 2). Even using the 1D lattice, one can use a larger radius to define a more connected neighborhood; for example, using radius 2 the neighborhood has 5 cells. Another possible variation is to increase the number of states of the model. Here we are interested in investigating a non-standard model of cellular automata in which the neighborhood is based on a non-regular pattern of connections. They are based on neighborhoods in which each cell can be connected with other cells not necessarily in the vicinity of its lattice position. The model discussed here was named pseudo-linear neighborhood in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) in which the neighbors of each cell is extracted by nonlinear relations in a graph.
CA-based task scheduling
Task scheduling aims to allocate a set of computational tasks that compose a parallel application in the nodes of a multiprocessor architecture. Considering Task Static Scheduling Problem (TSSP), all information about the tasks is known a priori. An optimal solution for an instance of TSSP is such that the precedence constraints are satisfied and the runtime -or makespan -is minimized. The problem is NPComplete, and it is a challenge for many researchers. The proposed approaches to solve it typically employ heuristics or meta-heuristics. However, such heuristics do not have the ability to extract knowledge of the scheduling process of a parallel application and reuse it in other instances. Previous works pointed to the promising use of CA-based approaches to TSSP (Seredynski, et al. 2002) , (Swiecicka et al. 2006) , (Oliveira and Vidica, 2012) , (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) . Such models combine the use of CA and Genetic Algorithms (GA) due to the employment of transition rule spaces with high cardinality (Mitchell, 1996) .
A parallel application is represented by a program graph which is a weighted directed acyclic graph G = (V, E). V is the set of N tasks of the parallel program. It is assumed that each task is a computational indivisible unit. There is a precedence constraint relation between tasks i and j if the result produced by task i has to be available to task j, before it starts. E is the set of precedence relations between tasks. A program graph has weights associate to nodes and edges: b k describes the processing time required to execute a given task on any processor and a kl describes the communication time between pairs of tasks k and l, when they are located in distinct processors. The purpose of scheduling is to distribute the tasks of a parallel program among the processors in such a way that the precedence constraints are preserved and the total execution time (or makespan) T is minimized. Figure 1 shows an example of a program graph with 18 tasks named Gauss18 (Cosnard et al., 1988) .
A CA-based scheduler was presented in (Seredynski et al., 2002) . It operates in two phases: learning and operation. In the learning mode, a genetic algorithm (GA) (De Jong, 2006 ) is used to search for rules able to converge the lattice to optimal (or sub-optimal) allocations of a given program graph, starting from random initial configurations. In the operation mode it is expected that, for any initial allocation of tasks, the CA rules stored after learning are able to evolve the lattice until a configuration which represents an optimal allocation, that is, it minimizes the makespan. It is also expected that the rules obtained in the learning phase can be used in the scheduling of other graphs (reuse capability). The neighborhood model employed in (Seredynski et al., 2002) is the regular one employed on standard CA and it was called as linear neighborhood by the authors. Both updating modes of cellssequential and parallel -were investigated being that the results obtained with the sequential updating were better. In the initial CA-based scheduler models the synchronous updating mode of cells was discarded because it returned the worst results (Seredynski et al., 2002) . However, the large capacity of parallelism inherent to CA is lost if the asynchronous updating of cells is adopted. A CA-based scheduler model using synchronous updating of cells was presented in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2011) . This model was named SCAS (Synchronous Cellular Automata-based Scheduler) and it also employs linear neighborhood, but unlike the models in (Seredynski et al., 2002) and (Swiecicka et al., 2006 ) the strategy in GA is not elitist. In addition, the boundary condition used in CA lattice are different from the null condition employed in (Seredynski et al., 2002) and (Swiecicka et al., 2006) : cells to the right of last cell are considered in the state 1. The results obtained using SCAS showed the good performance of this model when compared to the previous synchronous updating models .
Later, a scheduler model based on CA was presented in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) and it was named SCAS-HP (Synchronous Cellular Automata-based Scheduler initialized by Heuristic and modeled by a Pseudo-linear neighborhood). In such model, each lattice cell is associated with a task of the program graph. Considering k-processor architectures, the lattice has k states possible per cell and each cell state indicates that the corresponding task is allocated either in the processor P 0 , P 1 or P k . Each lattice configuration corresponds to a different allocation of the tasks in the processors. Makespam T associated to a given lattice is calculated using a scheduling policy that defines the order of the tasks within each processor.
One important modification of SCAS-HP compared with the previous CA-based schedulers refers to the way the CA Tiago I. Carvalho, Gina M. B. Oliveira (2015) Searching for non-regular neighborhood cellular automata rules applied to scheduling task and guided by a forecast dynamical behavior parameter. Proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Life 2015, pp. 538-545 lattice is initialized to perform the schedule, which reflects in the process of evaluation of GA rule population (Pop). The main steps in evaluation used in SCAS-H are: (i) applying a deterministic construction heuristic chosen a priori to obtain an initial allocation which defines the initial configuration of the lattice; (ii) temporal evolution of the lattice using each rule transition r in Pop for T time steps; (iii) the final lattices in time T define the final allocations of tasks which are ordered in each processor using a scheduling policy obtaining makespan associated to each rule r; (iv) rule fitness is equal to makespan obtained using it. The best rule in Pop presents the smallest makespan. The construction heuristic investigated in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013 ) is the DHLFET (Deterministic Highest Level First with Estimated Time), based on the widely known HLFET heuristic (Adam and Chanky, 1974) . Another important characteristic of SCAS-HP model (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) is the use of a non-regular neighborhood able to capture the spatial relations of the computational tasks in the program graph. It was named pseudo-linear neighborhood, since it preserves the simple structure of linear (regular) neighborhoods, but the neighbors relations are defined by the proximity and relative importance of the tasks within the program graph. Pseudo-linear considers only the predecessors or successors of a given task. For each task and edge in the graph is associated a cost, which detects the strength of the relationship among one task and its predecessor or successor. Pseudo-linear neighborhood employs two well-known attributes in task scheduling (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) : bottom level of a task (or blevel) and top level of a task (or tlevel). Given a radius R, the next state of a cell i (σ i ) is defined according to the equation:
Initially, the set of successors and predecessors of task i are identified in a list of related tasks. Thus, the list of tasks is ordered by blevel attribute in a descending order and function blevel(x) returns the x th task in this ordered list. A similar procedure is performed for function tlevel(x), which returns the x th related task considering the tlevel descending order. For each attribute (blevel and tlevel), using a neighborhood with radius R, only the first R tasks in each list are used as neighbors. Note that when two or more tasks have the same value for some attribute, blevel orders these tasks according to the highest order number, whereas tlevel orders these tasks according to the lowest alap (As Late As Possible start time). If two or more tasks have the same alap, tlevel list orders these tasks according to the lowest order number. Furthermore, there is only one special case in Pseudo-linear neighborhood: when the number of neighbors is smaller than R. In this case, the lists come back to head task and continue until they complete R neighbors tasks. Figure 2 illustrates the pseudo-linear neighborhood using the example of Task 11 in Gauss18 graph (Fig. 1) . Using a radius R = 2, it considers tasks 6, 8, 13 and 15 as the neighbors of the cell/task 11 because they are the tasks with a direct relation with node 11 (successor or predecessor) with the highest value of blevel (nodes 6 and 8) and tlevel (nodes 13 and 15) it is able to capture proximity and strength of the relations among tasks in the Gauss18 program graph.
Experiments with SCAS-HP and some previous models performed in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) showed the application of pseudo-linear neighborhood makes the search for CA transition rules during learning more robust, leading to a significant gain when considering the reuse of them on realworld conditions. Fig.2 : Definition of the neighborhood structure of Task 11 from Gauss18, using the pseudo-linear model.
CA Dynamics and Sensitivity Parameter
CA can exhibit a rich variability of dynamic behaviors. Wolfram proposed a qualitative behavior classification in four dynamic classes, which is widely known (Wolfram, 1994) . In (Li and Packard, 1990 ) proposed a refinement which divides the rule space into six classes: Null, Fixed-Point, Two-Cycle, Periodic, Complex and Chaotic. For scheduling application purpose, chaotic dynamics must be avoided; moreover, periodic rules with cycle above 5 and complex rules are also undesirable. The major reason to avoid periodic behaviors with cycle above 5 is that the scheduler model discards the results of this type of rule when it is verifying the makespam associated to a rule (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2015) . Therefore, we adopted an approximate scheme which divides the rule space into five classes:
• Null: the limiting configuration is only formed by 0s or 1s.
• Fixed-Point: the limiting configuration is invariant (with possibly a spatial shift) by applying the cellular automaton rule, the null configurations being excluded.
• Two-Cycle: the limiting configuration is invariant, with possibly a spatial shift, by applying the rule.
• Periodic (until cycle length 5): the limiting configuration is invariant by applying the automaton rule L times (with L < 6), with the cycle length L either independent or weakly dependent on the system size.
• Long-Cycle: collapses two Li and Packard's classes and a subset of a third class into just one class: (i) periodic rules with cycle length bigger than 5; (ii) complex rules and (iii) chaotic rules. Based on the study of regular cellular automata Tiago I. Carvalho, Gina M. B. Oliveira (2015) Searching for non-regular neighborhood cellular automata rules applied to scheduling task and guided by a forecast dynamical behavior parameter. Proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Life 2015, pp. 538-545 spaces it is known that the number of chaotic rules is much more than period long cycle rules or complex ones. Thus, this class is essentially formed by chaotic rules. These rules are characterized by the exponential divergence of its cycle length with the system size, and for the unstability with respect to perturbations.
A scheme to do an automatic classification of the dynamics exhibits by a CA rule was elaborated. The automatic classification of each CA rule is done by applying the rule over the lattice starting from the initial configuration for a number of steps to observe its behavior and a sample of ICs was used to identify the average behavior of the rule. Considering the automatic classification scheme adopted, the following steps are applied: (i) random generation of 100 initial lattices of size N; (ii) application of the rule transition by T time steps (T = 3N was adopted here) for each initial lattice of the sample; (iii) classification of the observed dynamics in each temporal evolution (iv) computation of the dynamics which appears in the majority of the evolutions. Here we will present a brief review of this automatic classification applied to two sets of 1D CA rules: (i) the set of 256 CA elementary rules using the standard spatially-local neighborhood ; (ii) the set of 256 1D CA rules using the standard CA spatially-local neighborhood.
Considering the elementary rule space (composed by 256 rules with 1D-lattice, binary states and radius 1 neighborhood), a comparison between the classical classification performed by Li and Packard and the classification obtained using the automatic classifier was done. The results show that 205 out of 256 rules did not change their classification; 6 rules originally classified as complex and 32 rules classified as chaotic were classified in the new scheme as long-cycle (as planned). The other 13 rules have changed their classification due to different reasons: some of them were originally classified as periodic because they exhibited a cycle length between 6 and 10 and other are very hard to classify because they are strongly dependent on the random lattice sample employed. Therefore, the automatic classification returned the expected classes in the elementary space and it is very close to the classification performed by Li and Packard.
The dynamics of a cellular automaton is associated to its transition rule, and it has been proved that the correct forecast of its dynamic behaviour, out of its rule, is an undecidable problem. Several parameters directly calculated from the rule table have been proposed to help forecast CA dynamic behavior (Oliveira , et al. 2001 ).
Binder proposed the sensitivity parameter (µ) (Binder, 1988) . Its notion is motivated by the numeric observation that the dynamical classes are characterized by its sensibility to changes in the state of a unique cell of the neighborhood of the CA transition rule. Sensitivity is defined as the number of changes in the outputs of the transition rule, caused by changing the state of a cell of the neighborhood, each cell at a time, over all possible neighborhoods of the rule being considered.
The sensitivity parameter (normalized between 0 and 1) was calculated for all 256 rules of the elementary space and the values were grouped according to the dynamic behavior of each rule. Figure 3 shows the results of such analysis. The null behavior happens in rules with low sensitivity (until 0.5) and the long-cycle behavior happens in rules with high sensitivity (starting from 0.5). Fixed-point and periodic (short cycle) behaviors are spread along 0.25 and 0.75, with a concentration around 0.50. Therefore, the sensitivity parameter helps to relatively discriminate null and long-cycle behaviors. Sensitivity was also used to perform a similar analysis using CA rules with pseudo-linear neighborhood. Each set is also formed by 256 rules, however, the structure of the neighborhood of each cell is defined according to the relations presented in the program graph used as reference, as showed in Figure 2 for the task 11. Gaussl8 program graph shown in Figure 1 was used to define the pseudo-linear neighborhood and the results indicate that the distinction obtained by sensitivity is not as perfect as in the linear neighborhood model as presented in Figure 4 . However, it was possible to notice that the long-cycle behavior appears only when the value of sensitivity is greater than 0.5. Furthermore, most of the null rules have sensitivity less or equal to 0.5. A similar analysis was carried out in which the pseudolinear neighborhood was elaborated based on a second program graph named Random30, which is presented in Figure 5 . Using Random30 the distinction between null and long-cycle rules is higher than the observed using Gaussl8 as shown in Figure 6 . It was also noticed a decay in the number of null rules (compared with Fig. 4) . 
Using the Sensitivity Parameter in the Search for Radius 2 CA-based Rules
Since it was possible to verify that sensitivity parameter can help to characterize radius 1 CA rules using both in linear as in non-linear neighborhoods, our next step was to investigate if the parameter could be used to help the genetic search for rules in a CA-based scheduler with an adequate dynamical behaviour. The new approach investigated here employs dynamical behavior forecast parameters to avoid CA rules with undesirable dynamics for scheduling propose. Similar approaches have been used in different CA applications (Oliveira et al. 2000) . However, as far as we known, it has not been applied to CA-based scheduling. Particularly, the usage of dynamical forecast parameters had shown very effective for the density classification task (DCT) (de Oliveira et al. 2006 ). In those previous works, the information about the parameters was incorporated in the fitness evaluation of each individual of the population based on a desirable band of parameter values. However, in all previous works, the CA models investigated uses standard regular neighborhood. In the present work, we are interested to investigate if a parameterbased heuristic could also help the genetic search for adequate rules (in respect to the desirable dynamical behavior for the scheduling application) even if a non-regular neighborhood is employed in the CA model.
Analyzing the sensitivity of CA rules found by SCAS-HP
Once the analysis with radius 1 CA rules has shown that sensitivity parameter could help us to discriminate longcycle and null behaviors as presented in last section, we started to analyze which kind of dynamical behavior could be associated to the rules find by SCAS-HP model (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) considering different program graphs to be scheduled. Therefore, we first replicated the SCAS-HP as described in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) to see what kind of rules (in respect to their dynamics) was being returned by the genetic search during the learning phase. (Table 2 ) and 4 processors ( Table 3) . The program graphs used in such experiments were the same investigated in (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) : gauss18 (Gs18), random30 (Rd30), random40 (Rd40) and random50 (Rd50), which have 18, 30, 40 and 50 tasks, respectively. Each table also shows the average value of sensitivity (µ) found calculating the parameter for the 100 best rules for each program graph. The tables show the number of rules (out of 100) that were classified in each dynamical class: Null (N), Fixed-Point (F), Two-Cycle (T), Short-Cycle (S) and Long-Cycle (L).
By analyzing the first line for each program graph (not in bold), it is important to notice that the dynamics profile of the evolved CA rules using SCAS-HP is very dependable on the program graph being scheduled. For example, in Table 1 , it is possible to see that while less than 50% of the rules evolved to schedule Gauss18 are Long-Cycle, for the other three program graphs this kind of rule represents almost 100% of the observable behavior. The explanation of such behavior is that random graphs have much more non-linearity involved in their relations than the Gauss18 graph and this inherit non-linearity is expressed in their respective pseudo-linear neighborhoods, increasing the possibility to find CA rules with chaotic behavior (classified here inside the long-cycle class). In fact, when we performed an individual analysis of the rules evolved by SCAS-HP and automatically classified as longcycle it was possible to observe that the vast majority of them can be classified as chaotic. Besides, it was possible to observe that the multiprocessor architecture analyzed (the number of processors) is also a relevant parameter to characterize the expectable dynamical behavior. When using 3 processors (or 3 states per cell), it is possible to observe in Table 2 that the number of long-cycle rules has Tiago I. Carvalho, Gina M. B. Oliveira (2015) Searching for non-regular neighborhood cellular automata rules applied to scheduling task and guided by a forecast dynamical behavior parameter. Proceedings of the European Conference on Artificial Life 2015, pp. 538-545 a significant decay when compared with the 2-processors scenario (Table 1) , especially for the random program graphs. However, when using 4 processors (Table 3) , the number of long-cycle rules increases to above 90% of the rules evolved by SCAS-HP, except for the random50 graph. On the other hand, when the sensitivity parameter of the rules is considered, it seems to be just dependable on the number of processors used, which reflects on the number of possible states per cell. For example, for 2 processors the average sensitivity is around 0.50, while it is around 0.64 with P = 3 and it is around 0.73 when 4 processors are used. Besides, the average sensitivity found in the experiments with SCAS-HP is almost the same for all the program graphs when the number of processors is fixed in a specific value. This observation is not trivial as the program graphs have different levels of non-linearity, as pointed before. It seems that SCAS-HP tends to find rules in a specific region of the parameter space, independently of the program graph employed to define the neighborhood relations.
Aiming to clarify this point we just generate a set of random rules to each rule space (P = 2, 3 and 4) to calculate the sensitivity parameter. We found that the sensitivity parameter associated to the random rules fits in specific intervals that we called the "natural bands" for each rule space (in respect to the number of states used). We noticed that more than 95% of the random rules fits in the following intervals: [0.45-0.55], [0.55-0.70] and [0.65-0.85], for P = 2, 3 and 4, respectively. We concluded that this increase of the sensitivity value with the increment of the number of processors/states is totally compatible with the definition of the parameter (Binder, 1994) . As the number of states increases, as increases the possibility of a neighborhood configuration to be sensitive.
Besides, the sensitive values found for rules evolved by SCAS-HP also fit inside the natural bands calculated for the random samples. SCAS-HP evolution find rules in the same region of the natural bands: above 98% of the evolved rules is inside the natural bands (for each specification of number of states). What we concluded about this observation is that the GA starts from a random population of CA rules that tends to have sensitivity values inside the natural bands and after the evolution, even submitted to the pressure of the fitness evaluation based on their ability to schedule the program graph, the rules in the population still present sensitivity values inside the natural bands. Since we want to avoid the long-cycle rules and we have observed that this dynamical behavior is unlikely to observe in rules with sensitivity below the average value even using non-regular neighborhood (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) , we decided to force the genetic search in SCAS-HP to search rules with lower sensitivity (below the natural bands). 
SCAS-HPµ: a new CA-based scheduler guided by desired sensitivity bands
A new CA-based scheduling model was implemented based on the previous SCAS-HP model (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) incorporating a dynamical forecast parameter-based heuristic. This model also operates in learning and operation phases. The parameter-based heuristic was defined in a similar way for what was proposed in (Oliveira et al., 2000) to search CA rules for DCT. The original fitness function employed in SCAS-HP (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) was named P M and it is given by the makespan associated to the allocation expressed by the final lattice found when the CA rule is applied over the lattice by 100 times starting from to the initial configuration . The parameter-based heuristic was coded as a function Pµ, which returns a value between 0 and P M for each transition rule, depending on the values of the rule sensitivity in relation to a desired parameter band (S 1 ,S 2 ). Given a desired band (S 1 ,S 2 ) for the parameter, the value of Pµ for a specific rule r with sensitivity equal to µ r is given by: It means that if the sensitivity rule is inside the desirable band the value of Pµ is zero. Otherwise, the value of Pµ in proportional to the makespan P M and it is bigger as the sensitivity parameter is more distant of the desirable band. The genetic algorithm used in the learning phase in SCAS-HPµ was modified so as to incorporate the parameter-based heuristic in two aspects:
• The Fitness Function (Fit) of a cellular automaton rule was made by the weighted average of the original fitness function P M and the parameter-based heuristic Pµ and it is given by:
• Biased Reproduction and Mutation: in order to select the crossover point and the rule bits to be mutated, 10 attempts were made; among them, those that generated rules with high Pµ value were selected.
In the experiments reported here we used ρ = 0.4 and the following desirable bands for each architecture (number of processors P): 0.30 to 0.40 (P = 2); 0.40 to 0.50 (P = 3); and 0.45 to 0.55 (P = 4). In that way, the evolved rules are forced to be below the natural bands for each architecture. The second line (in bold) of each scenario named as SCAS-HPµ in tables 1, 2 and 3 presents the results when the new environment was used to evolve scheduler rules.
It is possible to observe that in all reported experiments with SCAS-HPµ the evolved rules returned an average sensitivity below the average value obtained without the parameter-based heuristic (SCAS-HP). As a consequence, the dynamics profiles had an expressive change using the new environment. Considering P = 2 experiments which returned the higher number of undesirable behaviour rules in the experiments with SCAS-HP, the number of long-cycle rules has decreased to the half (approximately). For P = 3 and 4 scenarios, the number of long-cycle rules is below 15% of the evolved rules (except for random30 with P = 4). Therefore, we can conclude that the use of parameter-based heuristic achieved the desired effect in the dynamical behavior of the evolved rules.
In a subsequent investigation, we analyzed if the pressure to be a low sensitivity rule has interfered in the ability of the evolved rules in the scheduling task. Table 4 shows the makespan of the best rule evolved for each scenario using SCAS-HP and SCAS-HPµ. One can observe that in the majority of the investigated scenarios, the best makespan did not change. In the scenarios in which the makespan have increased, this increment was below 5%.
The final investigation was performed to verify how the changes in the observed dynamical behavior could affect the performance of the evolved rules in the operation phase of the CA-based schedule. In such phase, it is expected that a CA rule evolved using a specific program graph in the learning phase could also have a good performance when this rule is applied to evolve other program graphs (not seen during the evolution). Table 5 shows the results obtained when the rules evolved using Random30 as the reference graph are applied to the other 3 graphs: Gauss18, Random 40 and Random 50. It is important to emphasize that in this phase there is no genetic evolution (or search); the pre-evolved CA rules are just applied for the new program graphs starting from the initial configuration defined by the selected heuristic. In our experiments DHLFET was used to initialize the lattices. Table  5 shows the best results found using the previous SCAS-HP scheduler model and the new one proposed here SCAS-HPµ, which uses the sensitivity parameter to avoid long-cycle rules. It is possible to observe that in almost all scenarios the rules evolved for Random30 graph by SCAS-HPµ returned a smaller makespam than the rules evolved for the same program graph by SCAS-HP. The two exceptions happened with the Random40 as the target graph using the architectures with 2 and 4 processors. scheduled has inherit non-linearity. Besides, we believe that chaotic rules do not do an effective scheduling of the program graph and they are select by the evolutionary search just by the causality to generate a random lattice which represents a schedule with a reasonable makespam to the problem. Probably, these chaotic rules will not return a good schedule when the evolved rules will be applied to new program graphs during the operation phase of the model.
Our results shown that the employment of the forecast parameter named sensitivity (µ) proposed in (Binder, 1988) for standard CA with regular neighborhood is also applicable for non-regular neighborhood to characterize long-cycle rules (a superclass into which the chaotic class belongs). It was possible to elaborate a heuristic based on the desirable bands of µ to avoid the long-cycle behavior. The learning phase of the new model SCAS-HPµ uses this parameter-based heuristic to guide a genetic algorithm to find rules that exhibits the desirable dynamical behavior (not long-cycle) at the same time that are able to find a good scheduling for a given program graph. Moreover, when these evolved rules were applied to new program graphs in the operation phase of the model, they were able to find better schedules for a set of new program graphs, when compared to the previous model SCAS-HP (Carneiro and Oliveira, 2013) . The analysis of the evolved rules in the operation phase is important because their performance anticipate the expected behavior of the CA-based model when it is applied to real instances of processor task scheduling. That is, when a new instance of a program graph is presented as an input of the CA-based scheduler, it will use pre-evolved transition rules from a repository to solve it.
Although the results presented here are very promising, we still need to deeper analyze the relationship between the dynamical behavior of the evolved rules and their performance both in learning and operation phases. As presented in Table 5 , in two out of nine scenarios investigated, the results obtained with the rules evolved with SCAS-HP (which were predominantly chaotic) returned better results than the rules evolved with the new model (which provoked a severe decay in the number of chaotic rules). Similar experiments performed with other program graphs showed that this situation can happen in other scenarios. Therefore, it is important to perform additional experiments to understand how a group dominated by chaotic behavior can lead to better results in some scenarios. However, we can affirm that in general, the results obtained with the new model overcame the previous model in the operation phase, as we expected after controlling the dynamical behavior.
As future research we intend to investigate different parameter bands to elaborate the heuristic to guide the evolutionary search. Some preliminary experiments show that the better sensitivity desirable band can vary from one program graph to another. We also intend to investigate the usage of other parameters in the scheduling model as the neighborhood dominance proposed in (Oliveira et al. 2001) .
Besides, two limitations of the CA-based scheduling approach discussed here are: (i) the need to predefine the desirable parameter band; (ii) the difficult to deal with architectures using a high-number of processors. As a future investigation we intend to address both limitations. AKNOWLEDGMENTS TI nad GMBO are grateful to Fapemig, CNPq and CAPES.
